Gecko Page Corner Bookmarks

You may not have a gecko for a best buddy, but you can have a gecko as a book buddy!

You will need:  ★ cardstock or construction paper
★ scissors
★ ruler
★ mechanical pencil
★ glue stick

Print and cut out the template on the next page

Trace and cut out your gecko parts. You can use the colors we used in this sample photo, or you can mix it up!

Use your ruler and mechanical pencil (with the lead pushed in) to score the dotted lines on the body and fold on the indentations you made.

Fold one of the triangles in and glue your tongue to the top of it. Then fold the other triangle on top and glue it in place so the tongue is between the two triangles. You can also add a "fancy" body and head by tracing the inserts from the template and gluing them in the center of the body and head. We’ve provided a sample photo of that too.

Glue your eyes into place - large circle, small circle, then the slit - and you and your buddy are ready to read!
Page Corner Gecko Bookmark

Adapted from "Page Corner Monster Bookmark template" created by Natalia Heilke, found at https://tallystreasury.com/patterns/
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